The protocols for member expansion in secret sharing schemes are very useful for key management in dynamic topology networks. In order to reduce the computation complexity of the existed protocols for member expansion in secret sharing schemes, a new protocol is proposed based on the problem of elliptic curve discrete logarithm. This paper examines fifteen most recent patens that were awarded in the area of secret sharing. Unlike traditional detailed patent reviews that are focused on applying the simple secret sharing method, the proposed protocol has the following merits: 1) there is no trust center ; 2) only requesting broadcast 2 1 t + times to generate the sub-secret for the new participant and the new participant can verify the truth of the sub-secret; 3) the old participants can verify the new sub-secret by the noninteractive zero-knowledge proof protocol; 4) In the sub-secret generation stage, not only sub-secrets of old participants but also the sub-secret of new participant is secure. Compared to the existed protocols, the proposed protocol has lower computational complexity and less communications. Therefore, the proposed protocol has higher performance and is suitable for resource-constrained terminals of dynamic networks.
INTRODUCTION
In 1979, Shamir and Blakley respectively proposed threshold secret sharing scheme based on different mathematic theory [1, 2] . Shamir's scheme was based on the Lagrange interpolating polynomial [1] , while Blakley's scheme was based on linear projective geometry [2] . Subsequently, secret sharing becomes an important research field of modern cryptography and information security, a lot of researches have been proposed [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . Secret sharing can prevent the abuse of power, therefore, it is applied to realize the trust recommendation of trust management in the mobile Ad hoc networks (MANETs) [8] . However, in practical application, the set of the participants may change frequently in MANETs, in order to ensure the security, it is needed to redistribute the secret to update each participant's share, this is not only difficult for key management but also increases the system's computing complexity and communication costs. To solve this problem, Dong et al. [9] proposed a protocol for member expansion in secret sharing schemes with broadcast channel in 2005. However, Jin et al. [10] pointed out that Dong et al. ' s scheme cannot resist the attack of the old dishonest members. In order to improve the security and reduce communication of Dong et al.' s scheme, the references [11, 12] respectively proposed protocols for member expansion in secret sharing schemes without the trust center, and greatly reduce the communication costs. Reference [13] add public verification on the basis of the protocol [11, 12] , not only the new participant can verify his/her share, but also other old participants can verify the new share without revealing, therefore it improves the level of security. However, the security of the above protocols are all based on the discrete logarithm problem of finite field, the computation of those protocols is very large, so they are not suitable for resource-constrained platform terminals of the wireless networks.
In order to reduce the computation of the protocols for member expansion in secret sharing schemes, a new protocol for member expansion in secret sharing scheme is proposed based on elliptic curve discrete logarithm problem, the protocol not only significantly reduces the computation, but also improves the security. The rest of this paper is organized as follows, section 2 introduces the current patents applying secret sharing; section 3 introduces the elliptic curve discrete logarithm problem and a protocol of Non-interactive zeroknowledge proof, section 3 describes the proposed protocol for member expansion, section 4 gives the security analysis and performance analysis of the proposed protocol, section V concludes our work.
PATENTS APPLYING SECRET SHARING
Through examining the patents applying secret sharing [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] , the method of sharing secret is very simple. For example, U.S. Patent 20,130,173,910 titled "Method for sharing secret values between sensor nodes in multi-hop wireless communication network" [17] proposed a method for sharing a secret key between a source node and a destination node which includes (a) adding, at each forward intermediate node, a secret key between the forward intermediate node and a node before the forward intermediate node to the secret key sharing request message; (b) generating a shared secret key between the source node and the destination node from the secret key between the forward interme-diate node and the node before the forward intermediate node added in the secret key sharing request message; (c) adding, at each backward intermediate node, a secret key between the backward intermediate node and a node before it to the secret key sharing response message; and (d) generating the shared secret key between the destination node and the source node from the secret key between the backward intermediate node and the node before it added in the secret key sharing response message. U.S. Patent 20,130,022,235 titled "Interactive secret sharing" [19] proposed an Interactive secret sharing that includes receiving video data from a source and interpreting the video data to track an observed path of a device.
PRELIMINARIES
In this section, we will introduce the elliptic curve discrete logarithm problem and a protocol of Non-interactive zero-knowledge proof. (1) The inverse operation
The Elliptic Curve Discrete Logarithm Problem
, and
The number multiplied's definition 2
Non-interactive Zero-knowledge Proof
Zero-knowledge proof is one protocol by which a verifier can verify if a thesis is correct without knowing any useful information. The non-interactive zero-knowledge proof is a one-way, non-interactive protocol in which the verifier and the prover do not need to interact in the certification process.
Here is a non-interactive zero-knowledge proof protocol.
Prover A, wants to prove that he/she knows the secret s to the verifier B, ( 
r c as evidence that shows he knows s.
Verifier B verifies the equation 
PROTOCOL FOR MEMBER EXPANSION
A new verifiable protocol for member expansion is proposed based on the elliptic curve discrete logarithm problem in this section. The proposed protocol consists of three parts: (1) the system initialization phase; (2) a new sub-secret generation phase; (3) a new sub-secret validation phase. 
System Initialization Phase
, s is the shared secret, any t members of n participants can construct the ( ) f x by the Lagrange interpolation formula:
Let,
, the new participant is (
is a two variables function and
The protocol requires broadcasting authentication information 
New sub-secret Generation Phase
(1) 1 2 P , P , P t , … are any t old members of n participants, they calculate and broadcast
( t broadcasts with 2t data); . Then he/she computes:
and computes: 
In the new sub-secret generating step, there are total of 
ANALYSIS OF THE PROTOCOL
In this section, we will analysis the protocol from three aspects: the truth, security and performance. In the truth analysis, we will give the demonstration of the equation in the verification of the protocol; in the security analysis, we will show the new participant's sub-secret and the old participants' sub-secrets are all secure; in the performance analysis, will show that the proposed protocol is more efficient than the existing protocol.
Truth Analysis
1) The old members can verify the information broadcasted by the other old members through the equa- Assuming, P k receives the other members'
and j k , he/she can compute The verification of the new sub-secret is as follows: P i computes,
By the equation;
Security Analysis
The security of the proposed protocol is based on the problem of elliptic curve discrete logarithm. The protocol can generate the sub-secret for new participant without threatening the security of the shared secret and the old members' sub-secrets. In the generation progress, the new participant and the old members cooperate to generate the new sub-secret without trust center. Not only the new participant but also the old members can verify the new subsecret.
(1) The new sub-secret is security
In the generation progress, only the new participant can generate the new sub-secret. However, the old members can get nothing about the new sub-secret. P i received the other members' broadcast information cW i C i , and
]
j j s n + from j C , he/she will generate the new sub-secret, however, P i can not get
will face the problem of elliptic curve discrete logarithm.
In addition, the old members can get nothing about the new sub-secret in the public verification progress. For example, P i wants to get , however, it will not only be faced with the problem of discrete logarithm over finite fields but also the problem of elliptic curve discrete logarithm. If P i wants to get , he/she has to face the problem of the elliptic curve discrete logarithm to get +1 n s .
(2) The old members' sub-secrets are security At first, P i receives the broadcasting information cW i C i from P j , if he/she wants to get P j 's sub-secret, he/she must
, which will face the problem of elliptic curve discrete logarithm.
Second, after the new participant 1 P n+ receives the broadcasting information
, he/she must resolve the problem of elliptic curve discrete logarithm to get the subsecret j s . 
M to obtain j M , which will face the problem of elliptic curve discrete logarithm.
Performance Analysis
In this section, we compare the system performances of our scheme with the current protocols in Table 1 . As the result shown in Table 1 , Ref [11] broadcasts 3 2 t + , 9 6 t + data, Ref [12] broadcasts 2t , 3t data, Ref [13] and our protocol both broadcast 2 1 t + , 4 4 t + data, so the Ref [12] is the most efficient, however, Ref [12] cannot publicly verify the new sub-secret, and our protocol can release public verifiability. In the new sub-secret generated and verifiable computational complexity, Ref [11] . Through the comparison of the new sub-secret generated and verifiable computational complexity, we can find that the Ref [11, 12] all need a lot of modular exponentiation computation, and our protocol only performs 4 e tT . So the protocols of Ref [11] [12] [13] cannot apply for the lower communication and computation networks. However, our protocol mainly performs modular multiplication computation and elliptic curve product computation, the amount calculation of the protocol is less, so the proposed protocol is suitable for mobile communications encryption, e-commerce, and so on. In addition, the protocol can realize public verifiability to avoid new member deceiving. In general, our proposed protocol outperforms the current schemes and has more functions.
CURRENT & FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS
This paper reviewed the current protocols for member expansion in secret sharing and pointed out their problems. Taking all these problems into consideration, a new public verifiable protocol for member expansion in secret sharing based on the problem of elliptic curve discrete logarithm was proposed. The proposed protocol remains the merits of the current protocols such as not needing trust centers and less communication. Because of mainly performing modular multiplication computation and elliptic curve product computation, the computation of the proposed protocol is greatly reduced. Through the security analysis, the sub-secrets of the new participant and the old participants are all secure. Except that, the proposed protocol can release public verifiability and withstand the conspiracy attack of the new participant, so improving the level of the security. In general, the proposed protocol outperforms the current schemes in performance and security. Therefore the proposed protocol is suitable for application in mobile communication encryption, e-commerce of wireless networks. In the future, we will further reduce the computation of the proposed protocol and design a new scheme without modular exponentiation computation.
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